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The coagulation and the repeptization of electrocratic colloids can be treated in
one theory provided that the appropriate bounda.ry conditions are chosen. From
this version of the DLVO theory it follows that for each sol there exists a critical
value Z®c of the double layer parameter Z~ , Z~ = ze~,~/kT. A sol is stable, and floes
can repeptize if Z~ > Z®e. For Z~< Z~° the traditional DLVO theory is obtained.
Some examples are given to illustrate this concept. In the appendix the interaction
of double layers with a constant charge is related to that at a constant potential.
INTRODUCTION
Repeptization experiments, where the
floes from an electrocratie sol are redispersed by washing away the coagulating
salt, seem to have no ready explanation in a
theory for electr0cratic colloids which considers double layer repulsion and van der
Waals attraction as the only sources of interaction between colloidal particles. This has
led to speculations about "third forces" and
"impenetrable barriers" between the particles of repeptizable colloids.
Nearly all elcctrocratic colloids (e.g.,
AgI (1, 2), BaSO4 (3), oxides, sulfides (4),
latices (5), even metal sols (6-9) show
repeptization phenomena. Therefore the
cause of repeptizability has to be rather
nonspecifie and of a general nature.
The effects of the counterion valency on
the repeptizability of a floc (1, 4, 10) point
to double layer repulsion as the force which
can break up the floes in an electrocratic
colloid. In this paper we shall show that it is
not necessary to assume other forces than
double layer replusion and van der Waals
attraction in order to explain repeptization.
T o this end an adapted version of the DLVO
theory will be developed, which accounts
1 Present address: Philips Research Laboratories, E i n d h o v e n , N e t h e r l a n d s .

for the experimental observations on repeptization, without losing its value for the
explanation of the coagulation and the
stability of electrocratic sols.
EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS
A review of experimental observations on
coagulation and repeptization is beyond the
purpose of this paper. For coagulation data
we refer to textbooks. For repeptization we
have extracted a number of general statements from the available literature. Experimental details and procedures are found in
the original papers.
a) Repeptization of electrocratie colloids
is possible (1-4, 8). I t is not always complete, and depends on the electrolyte which
was used to form the floes.
b) Washing away the coagulant is often
enough to cause repeptization (4, 8).
e) The addition of potential-determining
("peptizing") ions to the washing liquid
helps repeptization (2, 4).
d) Fresh floes are easier to repeptize than
aged aggregates (1, 4, 8). The rate at which
the repeptizability of floes is lost differs
greatly among different colloidal materials.
The permanent repeptizability of latices and
clay suspensions is an exception.
e) The rate at which repeptizability of a
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floe disappears is the faster, the higher the
temperature (2).
f) The influence of co-ions on repeptization
is not large (4). It is specific for the combination of ion and colloid. There is no
strong correlation with the valency of the
co-ions.
g) Repeptization is relatively easy when
a floe contains monovaient counterions.
Polyvalent counterions (and also strongly
adsorbed eounterions) in a floc hinder its
redispersion (1, 4, 8, 11).
h) Polyvalent counterions in a floc can be
exchanged for monovaient ions, which makes
such floes repeptizable (10, 15).
i) The presence of bulky adsorbed ions
or molecules, such as citrate, phosphate,
EDTA, or acetone, in a sol can produce
repeptizability (12, 13).
k) Repeptization depends ou the concentration of the washing solution. It is the
ionic character of the solute which is
important, and not the osmotic value of this
solution (1, 14).
1) Repeptization can be a very fast
process (1, 8).
THEORETICAL

Coagulation and repeptization are both
rate processes (16). In every rate process
there are two conditions to be fulfilled:
1) The total free energy of the system
decreases in the course of the process. This
condition determines the direction in which
there can be a rate process.
2) The individual events which constitute
the process must not be improbable: the
activation energy for such an event (i.c., for
the collision of two particles so that they can
form an aggregate) must not be too high.
This second condition governs the rate of a
process, but only for processes which are
possible under the first condition.
According to the first of these two conditions
the potential energy V t0 of two aggregated
particles (measured relative to a system of
two particles which are too far apart to
interact) must be negative in a coagulating
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colloid, and positive under repeptization
conditions.
Repeptization is an experimental fact.
Therefore the traditional position that Vt° is
always negative because of the strong attraction between particles at short distances is
untenable. This apparent contradiction is
caused by the boundary conditions which are
introduced in the theory to describe a
nearly coagulating colloid. A theory for
coagulating sols (high salt concentration,
moderate and large distances) as well as for
repeptizing flocs (low concentration, small
interparticle distance) can be obtained when
three modifications are introduced in the
customary framework of the stability theory.
I) There is a distance of closest approach
for two electrocratic particles. Not only is it
impossible that the surface atoms of the
particles interpenetrate (Born repulsion),
but it is also highly improbable that a
Brownian collision brings two particles
closer together than twice the distance
between a particle surface and the Outer
ttelmholtz Plane of the electrical double
layer.
2) The double layer repulsion of two
particles at a distance H > 2~ depends on
the Stern potential ~ , and ~ is a function
of the electrolyte concentration.
3) During a Brownian collision it is the
charge ~ and not the potential of the double
layer system which remains constant.
CONSTANT CHARGE VERSUS
CONSTANT POTENTIAL

Neither the forcing together of crossed
Pt-wires (21) or Hg drops (22) which are
kept at a well-defined potential nor the
gradual thinning of a soap film (23) is
perfect as an analog of the Brownian collision between two colloidal particles. These
model experiments are very much unlike a
Brownian collision in their time scale. This
reflects the traditional assumption that a
colloidal particle remains in equilibrium with
its surroundings during a collision. Under
this assumption the time scale of the collision
does not enter the picture.
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We have shown earlier (24) that the
assumption of electrochemical equilibrium
at the particle-solution interface during a
Brownian collision of two colloidal particles
is unrealistic, even for so-called nonpolarizable interfaces. A Browuian collision takes
about 10-7 see, but a time of seconds is
needed before a discharging current has
restored the equilibrium in the disturbed
double layers. Therefore it is the charge
and not the potential ~ of the double layer
which remains constant during the collision.
In a discussion of flocs and their behavior
we deal with interparticle distances that are
much shorter than the Debye length l/K,
and then the repulsion for constant charge is
rather different from that at constant
potential.
In the appendix the potential energy of
the double layer repulsion at constant
(VR ") is calculated. For fiat plates we find:
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FIG. 1. Repulsion between spherical double
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After writing f ( v , z) = z ~ VR (for flat
plates) we obtain the repulsion energy of
two spherical double layers from Eq. [1] by
Derjaguin's approximation (27). The result
is:
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The first term in [2] is VR~ as it is found in
the constant potential version of the DLVO
theory for spherical double layers. The
second term is the correction which results
from the assumption that a remains constant during the collision. Figure I illustrates
that according to Eq. [2] the interaction curve
for constant ~ is steeper than for constant ~,
especially at low double layer potentials.
The differences between VR ~ and V~ ~ become
small for d-/0 > I.

Hamaker (28) calculated the potential
energy V~ due to the van der Waals attraction between two particles. In the nonretarded case, and in an approximation for
smMl interparticle distance
V A = - A /12~rH ~

[3]

for flat plates, and
:

V~ = - a A / 1 2 H

[4]

for spherical particles. Here A is the
"Hamaker constant", and H is the distance
between the centers of the surface atoms of
the particles.
The surfaces of two particles (of the same
material) coincide when H equals the diameter A of the atoms in the particles. For two
van de Waals crystals one obtains an estimate of the Hamaker constant A by equating
Vx = --A/121rA 2 = --2%
where ~, is the surface free energy of the
particles and A is of the order of 3 A.
If, however, the double layer charge remains constant in a Brown]an collision it is
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impossible for two electrocratic particles to
come as close as H = A during such a collision. Between the two surfaces there has to
remain room for the eounterions which maintain the eleetroneutrality of the double
layer systems.
The distance of closest approach for two
eleetroeratic particles is therefore H = 25,
where ~ is the distance between the center
of the surface atoms of a particle and the
Outer Helmholtz Plane in the double layer
at the surface. 2
A reasonable estimate for this distance of
closest approach is 4: ~ < H = 2~ < 10 A.
For H < 2~ counterions are squeezed from
between the particle surfaces. Such a violation of the electroneutrality of the double
layer systems would give rise to a strong
repulsion, which cannot be overcome b y the
relatively weak v a n der Waals attraction
between the particles. This is nicely illustrated by the floe structure of clays at high
salt concentrations. I n these suspensions the
platelets have a constant charge which
remains fixed in the lattice. I n the coagula
the platelets are stacked face to face with
layers of eounterions between t h e m (12).
E v e n for spherical particles, where the
free eounterions could be pushed aside in a
lateral direction over distances of the order
l/K, it can be seen t h a t the distance of
closest approach will not fall much below 2~
as long as Ka is large. Only when the particles
begin to lose their charge b y (slow) desorp2 Recently Levine (25) criticized our approach
by pointing out that at a constant charge ~,~--,
for H --* 2~. He concludes that therefore ~ cannot
remain constant. His criticism is valid, but his
conclusion is false. There is indeed a steep rise of
~,~, but in Fig. 5 we find that this is for KH << 0.1
where the O. H. P.'s are small fractions of an
apart. The true consequence of this is that
our assumption of a distance of closest approach
H = 2~ is not rigorously exact: particles will not
come closer than the repulsion permits them to
come. It is, however, a very good approximation,
better than our knowledge about the value of
itself.
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FIG. 2. Relation between ~0, ~ and C for z = 1,
according to (30).
tion reactions does it become possible for
the counterions to get out of the way.
THE STERN POTENTIAL
The Stern potential ~ of a particle in a
0.1 M electrolyte solution differs from ¢~ at a
concentration of 0.001 M. This has nothing
to do with the question whether z or e is
constant during a Brownian collision. I t is a
direct consequence of the Stern-Grahame
description of the electrical double layer and
its capacity (29). Using the G o u y C h a p m a n
theory and a constant capacity of 15
~ F / c m 2 for the Stern layer I~eerink obtained
(30) Fig. 2. I t is borne out t h a t e~ is quite
sensitive to changes in C, and rather insensitive to variations in 0 in the range of C and
0
.~ which is of interest in colloid chemistry.
This same conclusion is reached from the
much more refined double layer models t h a t
have been worked out b y Levine (31). I n
aqueous suspension ~ varies between 0 and
100 m V as a function of the (not too low)
salt concentration.
M a n y authors equate ~ = ~', and use the
electrokinetie F-potential as the basis for
their DLVO calculations. Such values of
give indeed an idea of the magnitude of the
potential difference ~ across the diffuse
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layer, and they illustrate again that ~
depends on the electrolyte concentration.
The fact that ~ is certainly much lower
than 0 introduces a difference from some of
the older versions of the DLVO theory.
Reasonings based on the assumption that
the double layer potentials are high lose
their validity when ~ is used instead of 0 .
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POTENTIAL ENERGY DIAGRA1VIS
Rate processes like coagulation and repeptization are conveniently discussed by
means of potential energy diagrams (V~ =
VR + VA as a function of H ) . The experimental properties of the system enter into
the construction of such a diagram through
the parameters Z~, K, a, the Hamaker
constant A, and the particle radius a.
We consider spherical particles. V , is
given by Eq. [2] with H0 = H - 2a, VA is
calculated with the simple Hamaker formula
(4) for small H / a . T h e more elaborate
versions of the theory of V , and V~ (28, 31)
would change details in the results, but the
approximate version which is used here
serves well to illustrate the effect of the
three alternative boundary conditions on the
DLVO theory. For a start we shall choose
typical values for Z~, ~, a, A, and a. Later
on we shall discuss the effect of variations in
these parameters on the potential energy
diagram. For a we have chosen a -- 500 A,
somewhere in the middle range of colloidal
dimensions. A distance of closest approach
26 -- 4/k leaves room for a small counterion
near the point of contact between the particles. A Hamaker constant A = 5 X i0 ~13
erg seems a reasonable estimate for particles
in the hydrosols of AgI and other, nonconducting, materials (35).
For coagulation conditions we take a salt
concentration of 150 mmoles/1 1-1 electrolyte (which is the "coagulation concentration" C~ for the AgI hydrosol (2)). The
Stern potential ~ = 25 mV, the kind of
value that is obtained b y equating ~ = ~a for
a coagulating sol (33, 34), and which is
supported by the model calculations (30).
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FIG. 3. Potential energy diagram for eoagulg,tion conditions. A -- 5 X 10-13 erg, a = 5 × 10--°
em, a -- 2 X 10-Sere, C = 150retool 1-1, z - - 1,
Z~, = 1.
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FIG. 4. Potential energy diagram for repeptizution conditions and in stable sols. A = 5 X 10-~a
erg, a = 5 X 10-6cm,a = 2 X 10-Scm, C = 15
mmol1-1 , z = 1, Z ~ = 3 .
For a stable sol or for a repeptizing system
the salt concentration is 10X lower (15
mmoles/1 1-1 electrolyte) and ~a is 75 mV.
The value ~a = 75 mV is again a reasonable
potential for a stable electrocratic colloid as
follows from Fig. 2 ( c f . reference 32). With
these parameters Figs. 3 and 4 are obtained.
Indeed Fig. 3 predicts coagulation, and Fig.
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4 represents a stable sol or repeptizing flocs.
The important feature of Figs. 3 and 4 is the
difference in the potential energy V,° of an
aggregate. It is negative in Fig. 3 and since
no energy barrier exists there will be rapid
coagulation. V,° is positive in Fig. 4. Aggregates which might exist will repeptize--and
rapidly, since again there is not much of an
activation energy.
With Vt° > 0 a Brownian collision of free
particles caimot result in their sticking
together as a permanent aggregate. Such a
sol is thermodynamically stable against
coagulation. It m a y coarsen through "Ostwald ripening," but not by aggregation of the
particles.
Neither Fig. 3 nor Fig. 4 is of the familiar
("diuturnal" (36)) type of potential energy
diagram, where there is a maximum at
moderate, and a deep minimum at very
small interparticle distances. Such a diagram is obtained when dVt/dH is positive
for small H, i.e. when - V a is a steeper
function of H than V . . Diuturnal-type
potential energy diagrams would be obtained if it were assumed t h a t A is very
large, or that particles can come closer than
atomic dimensions would let them (H <
2~). Neither case is physically realistic. The
only circumstances where diuturnal-type
diagrams can be obtained in practice are
those of a low charge in the diffuse layer
combined with a low concentration of the
intermicellar electrolyte (37).
VARIATION OF PARAMETERS
Variations in the parameters ~, a, A, 5,
and Z~ can affect the rate processes of
coagulation and repeptization by changing
Vt° from negative to positive, or by affecting
the shape of the potential energy diagram,
and thus the rate of coagulation or repeptization. For a >> ~, which is the normal case,
VR and V~ are both proportional to the
particle radius a. The shape of the Vt-H
diagram is therefore independent of a, and
the choice of a has no influence on whether
Vt ° is positive or negative.

3S1

The energy scale of the diagram is proportional to a, and the ratio V , / k T increases
and decreases with the particle radius. This
ratio enters into Fuchs' theory for the rate
of the process. When the colloidal particles
are crystallites with planes and edges and if
a small activation energy remains it is
favorable that aggregates are formed with
such orientations of the particles that the
small radii of curvature come together. In
such systems the rate of slow coagulation
will therefore not strongly depend on the
average particle size, and the floes will be
rather loose structures. By the same token
small particles and loose flocs have high
rates of repeptiaation if there is an activation
energy for that process at all.
The electrolyte concentration C of a sol
affects the parameters Z= (through the
variation of ~ ) and K. Of these two the
variation in Z~ is the more important
(cf. Fig. 1), Vt° is independent of K, but
changes in K give changes in dVt/dH. In the
particular cases where Vt° < 0 and a
"diuturnal" colloid is on the verge of coagulation this can still have a considerable
effect on the coagulation rate. This is
demonstrated in the classical version of the
DLVO theory, where a, A, Z~, and a are
chosen so that Vt ° < 0 and then kept
constant under variations of ~.
It is the essential point of a theory for
coagulation as well as for repeptization, that
Vt ° can have both negative and positive
values. The change in Vt 9 from negative to
positive is, for a given colloid, caused by the
change in Z ~ .
Let us introduce the symbol Z~ ¢ for the
critical value of Z ~ , where V, ° = 0. Each
colloid has a Z~ °, and Z~ ¢ is independent of
a and of K. For Z~ > Z~ ~ a sol is stable and
aggregates tend to repeptization; for Z~ <
Z~ ~ there can only be coagulation if there is
any rate process at all.
The parameters A and ~ describe the
different colloidal materials, and Z®~ relates
these to the strength (Z~) of the double
layer that can protect a given sol from
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TABLE I

COMBINATION OF THE HAMAKER CONSTANT A AND
THE DISTANCE OF CLOSEST APPROACH 2(3 WHICH
MAKE V R + VA = 0 A T H =
2~ ( 1 - - 1
ELECTROLYTE)
A (ergs X 101~)

Z~C=l
2~ (A)

2
28 (..~)

0.2
0.5
1

0.4
1
2

0.1
0.4
0.7

2

4

1.4

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20

2.1
2.8
3.5
4.2
5.O
5.7
6.4
7.1

3
28 (-#--i

0.1
0.2
0.4
0.8
1.2
1.5
1.9
2.3
2.7
3.1
3.5
3.9

coagulation. This is explored in Table I. I n
this table A and Z . c are varied independently, and this generates the corresponding
values of 2~. The variation of A and Z~ ° is
chosen between the limits 10-14 < A _-_
10 -15 erg and 1 <= Z~ ~ _-< 3 (1-1 electrolyte)
to cover a wide range of practical situations.
T h e lower limit for the distance of closet
approach is about H = 23 = 4 A. There is
no upper limit for 23 when bulky ions are
chemisorbed b u t in the absence of specific
adsorption 4 < 2~ < 10 A seems reasonable.
F r o m the d a t a in Table I two types of
conclusions can be drawn:
1) The requirement for a complete theory
t h a t V ° can be positive as well as negative
is m e t b y m a n y combinations of plausible
numerical values for the parameters Z , ~, 3,
and A, and therefore the concept of a Z~ c
can be applied in m a n y colloid chemical
situations.
2) I n most colloids 10-~3 < A < 10-12
erg~ °and for most eounterions 4 < 2~ <
10 A. The theory predicts t h a t for these
systems, and for 1-1 electrolytes 1 < Z~ e
< 2, i.e., 25 < ~8" < 50 InV. For colloids
with a small A (polymer latices) the value
of Z~" is also v e r y small. I t is the introduction of the p a r a m e t e r Z~ ° for each given

colloid, and the notion t h a t the v a r i a t i o n of
Z~ relative to Z~ c can influence the rate
processes in colloids, which constitute the
most important result of our version of the
stability theory. This m a y b e illustrated b y
the following examples.
a. Sols with a Low Double Layer Charge. A
sol is stable for Z~ > Z~ e, and there can be
coagulation if Z~ < Z~ c. The value ~8~
bears some resemblance to the critical
f-potential f° of earlier experimenters.
However, ~8° # fc even if it is assumed t h a t
~ = f. A sol can still be stable for e8 <
~8c in the sense t h a t its rate of coagulation is
negligible. If ~8 < ~8° the rate of coagulation
ean still be small if the electrolyte concentration is also very small (37)
If the charge a of the double layer is so
small t h a t Z~ < Z~ ~ even for K --+ 0 we
have a "diuturnal" sol. I t is stable at low
salt coneentrations, but its floes cannot be
redispersed b y washing away the electrolyte.
b. Polyvalent Counterions i n Repeptization
Experiments. Both Z~ ( = ze~8/kT) and
VR° at Ho = 0 ( = az -~ GO) depend on the
valency z. Let us assume t h a t a given sol
has Z~" = 2 at z = 1. T h e n we obtain
VR° at Z~ e for z = 1 from Eq. [2]. B y definition this VR° = -- Vx °. Va ° is due to v a n der
Waals attraction, and therefore independent
of the ion valency z. Thus VR° at Z~ ° is
also independent of z, and GOat Z~ ° (Fig. 1)
is proportional to z~.
Calculation shows t h a t if
Z~ ° = 2

for z = 1, t h e n

Z~ ° = 5.2

for z = 2, and

Z~ ~ = 9

f o r z = 3.

This corresponds to ~8~ = 50, 65, and 75
m V for uni-, di- and trivalent counterions,
respectively.
Here is a reason why repeptization is so
difficult for flocs with polyvalent counterions.
I n their presence ~8° is high. I n order t h a t
there be repeptization it is necessary t h a t
~8 be even higher (Z~ > Z~°). However,
the strong adsorption of polyvalent ions
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even at fairly low concentrations tends to
lower ~ , thus effectively preventing repeptization.
Conditions become more favorable for
repeptization when the polyvalent ions are
exchanged for monovalent counterions (10,
15). This is what can be observed in practice,
e.g., when the Ca 2+ ions which cause the open
floe structure of arable clay soils are exchanged for Na + during a flooding with seawater. Under the salt water the floes remain
intact. Rain after the sea has withdrawn
dilutes the coagulating electrolyte. Since the
counterions are now univalent Z~ ~ is lower
after the exchange t h a n it was before the
flooding. Z~ can rise above Z~ ~. At Z~ >
Z~ ~ the soil repeptizes and settles as a
dense sediment--unfit for agriculture. Treatment of the flooded land with Ca2+-salts
keeps Z~ ~ high and the precious open floc
structures intact.
c. Polyvalent Counterions in Coagulation
Experiments. The rise of ~e with an increase
in z can also be important for the coagulation of particles with a small A, like polymer
latices. Small IIamaker constants correspond to small values of Z~~. Extreme
concentrations of 1-1 electrolyte would be
necessary to make Z~ < Z~ e in such sols.
Coagulation with polyvalent ions is more
effective again because lowering of ~ is
combined with a rise in fd.
The DLVO theory for the rates of slow
and rapid coagulation remains valid, as
Z~ < Z~~ whenever there is coagulation.
This part of the theory is not really affected
by assumptions of a constant ¢ (25) and a
variable ~ (3), nor by the subtlety that
H -- H0 ~- 2~. These three modifications
make a difference for small H, but coagulation rates are governed by the maximum in
the potential energy diagrams near KH = 1.
That the slope of the experimental log Wlog C curves (19, 34) is hardly dependent
on z is an indication t h a t Z~ is rather small
in coagulating sols.
For small Z~ it is easily derived that at the
critical coagulation concentration Cc there
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is a rather good proportionality between
K and f2. This is the theoretical equivalent
of the empirical rule of Eilers and Korff
(33) that a sol becomes unstable when
f2K-1 is below some definite value. But for
small Z . the traditional derivation of the
Sehulze-iiardy rule does not hold anymore.
It was based on the reasoning that according
to the DLVO theory C%6 is proportional
with tanh 4 ( Z . / 4 ) and that this would be
constant for large Z~.
It has been pointed out (33, 38) that the
rule of Eilers and Kofff and tile Schulze
HHardy rule are compatible if ~s at C c decreases when z increases, and there seems to
be some eleetrokinetic evidence for this. It
appears that the lowering of the maxima in
the potential energy curves is not only
caused by the compression of the double
layer but that it is also, and sometimes
critically, affected by the change in Z~ when
inert electrolyte is added.
d. Aging, the Irreversibility of Flocs. It
must not be concluded from potential
energy diagrams like Figs. 3 and 4 that all
floes from all eleetrocratic colloids can be
repeptized. These diagrams merely show that
the aggregation of two particles can be
reverted if nothing changes after the collision
of the particles until they separate again.
The own time scale of the diagrams is that
of a Brownian collision.
The temperature-dependent
increase in
the irreversibility of floes (2) indicates that
rate processes with quite different time
scales are at work in a floe and change its
properties. Two of these processes are easily
recognized: the sintering of particles and the
loss of double layer charge from the particle
surfaces. The sintering of aggregated particles is analogous to Ostwald ripening. By
growing together the particles diminish their
interracial free energy.
The charge ¢ remained constant during a
Brownian collision. As a result ¢ exceeds its
equilibrium value in a newly formed aggregate. A discharging current will eventually restore the equilibrium, but this is a
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slow and complex process in the tortuous
floe structure.
The ultimate result of these sintering and
discharging processes combined is predicted
by equilibrium thermodynamics: the particle surfaces come into contact at H = A.
Where they touch they are uncharged and
they have the Nernst equilibrium potential
0 . This situation, where the surface of the
original particles has in fact disappeared, was
considered as the end of aggregation in the
original DLVO theory. It may be reached,
but that takes more time than a Brownian
collision. If we take so much time in an
experiment we shall end up with irrepeptizaable flocs.
In a few special systems it is to be expected
that the aging of flocs is all but nonexistent.
In a polymer latex the charged end groups
are chemically bound and cannot leave the
particles. In clay suspensions the particle
charge is d u e - - a t least partly--to the
isomorphous replacement of lattice ions.
Such particles cannot lose their charge.
There is no reason for the sintering of clay
particles either. Each particle is an essentially two-dimensional platelet. If one particle
grows at the expense of another there is no
change in the surface free energy of the
system. These material properties of the
particles make us expect that the aging of
aggregates will be a slow process in a clay.
In such a colloid a floc can remain unchanged and repeptizable for a long time
after its formation.

In this version of the theory there is a
critical value Z~ e for the double layer parameter Z~ = ze¢~/kT. For Z~ > Z=e a colloid
must be stable and it can coagulate if Z~ <
Zooe. The behavior of a colloidal dispersion
under changes in the salt concentration C or
in the counterion valency z is determined to
a large extent by variations of Z~ relative
to Z~ e.
It is implicit throughout this version of
the theory that the time scale of an experiment is more important for colloid chemical
observations than it has often been assumed. In experiments on coagulation and
on repeptization (3, 4, 11) fairly arbitrary
time scales have been in use for half a
century. The ratio between the time scale
of such an experiment and that of the
collision of particles or the aging of flocs
has to be taken into account in a theoretical
interpretation of the results.
APPEND IX
CALCULATION OF VR- AT CONSTANT ~ (8).
a. Flat Double Layers. We shall assume
that a constant charge density ~ of the
double layer implies a constant ~ of the
diffuse layer. The charge in a Stern layer
can remain constant, either because there is
no specific adsorption at all, or because this
charge--like the particle charge--does not
change fast enough.
The Gouy Chapman theory for a flat
diffuse layer gives

SUlX~IAI~Y AND CONCLUSIONS
Versions of the DLVO theory which were
intended to describe electrocratic colloids
on the verge of coagulation cannot account
for such phenomena as repeptization, because their chosen boundary conditions do
not apply under the circumstances which
bring about repeptization. We proposed
three modifications: ~ remains constant
during a Brownian collision; ~a depends on
the electrolyte concentration; and H = H0
+ 2~.

'~

= FnekT (2 cosh Z -- 2)11/~,
L 2~

[5]

where ~ is the charge density per unit area of
surface; n is the electrolyte concentration in
molecules per unit volume, ~ is the dielectric
constant, k is Boltzmann's constant, and T
is the temperature. Z = zeea/kT, with z
the ionic valency, e the elementary charge,
and ~ the potential in the Outer Helmholtz
Plane (O.H.P.).
For one of two interacting double layers
with a distance H between the two O.H.P.
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function of KH for a constant charge (Fig.
5). An analogous result was obtained by van
Olphen for larger values of ~H (12).
The potentiai energy V J of a double
layer system consisting of two interacting
flat double layers at distance H and with
constant z is

ua
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" \ \ \\
5
ZH=5

i

\\x \\\ \ \ \
\\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \

V~~ = 2 (Fn - F®)

4

ZH=4

z FI=3. . . .

3

Z ~=2

x
F~
02

385

04

O#

08
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FIG. 5. Dotted : Zn as a function of interparticle
distance (KH) for given values of Z~ (constant
~). Drawn: Un as a function of ~H for given values
of Zn (constant f~). (see text).

[9]

where F is half the electrical part of the
Helmholtz free energy of the double layer
system. We need only consider the electrical free energy of the diffuse layers, since
the electrical free energy of the Stern layer
at constant ~ is independent of H. As in
reference i9 we put:
F =

f/

~s dz = ze8 -

f/

z d~.

[101

Therefore:

= F
inek T (2 cosh Z .

[_ 27r

-- 2 eosh U.) 1 ~/2 ;

[6]
-(f0~Szd~)-

U , = ze~e/kt.

where ~e is the potential halfway between
the two O.H.P.
is constant, independent of H; therefore
eosh Z~ -- cosh Un = L,

[7]

where L is constant.
Equation [7] is valid for all H, so that for
a single particle (H --~ ~ )
L = eosh Z~ -- 1.

[8]

The parameter Z~ is accessible by independent experimentation; e.g., by equating
~ = f and measuring the eleetrokinetic
f-potential, or from measurements of the
charge and the capacities of a double layer
at an electrode, or by model theories.
From Z~ one obtains L in Eq. [8], and
with L Eq. [7] generates all the pairs Z~r,
U , for a constant and Z~r > Z~. A calculation of K// for arbitrary combinations Z ~ ,
U~ is found in (19). This table together with
the pairs Z , , U , from Eq. [7] gives ZH as a

(~¢s)~

+ (f0~ zd~)~

[11]
•

The four terms of this equation can be
obtained separately. From the theory for a
single flat layer it follows that
( ~ ) ~ , _ 4 n k T Z~ sinh ~

[12]

g

and

(f0

(T

d~

/ ¢¢

- 2nkT
K

[13]

.

z is constant; therefore
( z ~ ) n = (z~)~.~_~H.

[141

The fourth term can be related to the
potential energy VR~ of two double layers
which come together while their Z remains
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constant and equal to Zg. VR~ is available
in extensive numerical tables (16). In
reference 19 it is shown that

5O

%
×

45

~ 2 4(1

35

[16]

F , ~ = Y22V, ~ + F~ ~,

where FH¢ is half the free energy of a double
layer system with distance H and constant
Potential ~b, for ~k = Zz~(l~T/ze). According
to Eq. [13].

30

25

2C

F .~

2nkT(4coshZ~_4~,
g
\
z

[17]

/

The Combination of Eqs. [12]-[17] gives

10

V J = V~ ~ + 8nl~T__

5

K

• V(Z~, - Z~) sinh ZA~

o--

1.0

1.4
"~.PI

1
which is Eq. [1] for the interaction energy of
two flat double layers with a constant
charge. The useful function f(Tz.z) =
z2~-IVR is shown in Fig. 6, both for a constant
and a constant e~.
b. Spherical Double Layers. The interaction between curved double layers is of
more practical importance t h a n that between flat plates, because colloidal particles
are seldom flat plates, and even these will
only rarely lie face to face in a floe. The
repulsion energy of spherical double layers
can be calculated from Eq. [1] with Der]aguin's approximation (27) provided t h a t
the radius a of the particles is much larger
than the Debye length 1/K. This is nearly
always the case, especially since the electrolyte concentration is never extremely low
in problems of colloid stability. Deriaguin's
calculation is independent of assumptions
about constant z or ~. It results in a formula
G~o = 27r f ~ f ( c , z) d ~H0
-~-

08

Ct2

2

L

[18]

0

a VR for spherical parwhere G(,A0) = z~-1

Fie. 6. Repulsion between flat double layers,
f(u.z.) = z~K-tV~ Drawn: constant ~r, dotted:
constant e~.
ticles, and Ha is the shortest distance between the two O.H.P. Numerical values of
G~, 0 for the interaction of two spheres with
a constant ~ have been calculated by Verwey
and Overbeek (19). G~, o for a constant ¢ is
obtained by numerical integration of Eq.
[1]. Numerical tables w i l l be published
shortly (39).
If we rewrite [18] as
G~o = 27r

i f ( v , z) d--KH°
o

+

f;

2

[19]
(if(u, z) - - i v ( v , z)) d

o

we obtain Fig. 1 and Eq. [2].
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